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I hate the word ‘salon,’” says Olivia Colacci, which is why the hairstylist called
Twentyseven, her recently opened business in Toronto, a “hair studio” instead. “It’s that
‘salon hair,’” she says of her distaste for the word. Formulaic blow-drys are not Colacci’s
thing; she’s spent the last 10 years working on teams led by editorial hair luminaries like
Guido Palau, Sam McKnight and James Pecis. And it’s been an education unlike any
other. “There are no rules, and you can’t say no to anything,” she says. “It teaches you speed as well.”
Now she’s ready to slow down; she’s still going to do runway, just be more selective. In addition to offering cuts, colour and makeup services, Colacci has stocked her place with either staples from her own
editorial kit (Mason Pearson brushes, YS Park combs and diffusers, Oribe) or clean-beauty brands from
around the world, like Toronto’s Florés Boticario, Parma’s Davines and Sydney’s Salt by Hendrix.
The space itself is also sustainable. Many of the items are repurposed, like the couch at reception that
her brother had powder coated and reupholstered in millennial pink. She also works with Green Circle
Salons, a company that transforms salon waste. “Everything is put into certain bins so that they can properly dispose of it and recycle it,” she says. Foils used for colour are rinsed and recycled, and hair remnants
from cuts get a second life in mats used to soak up oil spills. “It’s more effort sourcing items and an extra
cost to send things,” she says, referencing the waste she collects in seven different garbage bins. “But it’s
little things that become a habit once you’re used to them. I’m trying to do the best I can.” —L.H.
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At first glance, Love Beauty and Planet may look like any other
recently launched Gen Z beauty brand: pastel-hued packaging, cute
fonts, overall photo shareability. But unlike many others, this New
York-based brand is serious about reducing its carbon footprint. The
entire line, which is made up of six shampoos, six conditioners and six
body washes, comes in 100 per cent recycled plastic bottles. (That’s
why they aren’t totally clear.) The company also has a self-imposed
carbon tax, wherein it pays $40 per carbon ton to a carbon tax fund
that supports programs that help to reduce landfill waste and carbon
emissions. Even the products are formulated with sustainability in
mind. The conditioners use a fast-rinse technology and result in an
average of 10 seconds (or 750 millilitres) of water saved per shower.
Upon coming into contact with water, they break down faster than
others on the market, exploding into tiny particles and rinsing out 20
per cent faster than traditional conditioners. —Souzan Michael

